
New Couple: Jordin Sparks Is
Dating Jason Derulo

One of R&B’s hottest
singers, Jason Derulo, spent his 22nd birthday a new special
lady, American Idol alum Jordin Sparks.  According to Derulo’s
rep, the two are officially dating and had an official belated
birthday bash at Phillipe Chow in Hollywood.  They spent time
with  friends  and  music  industry  executives,  according  to
People.  The new duo were spotted snuggling up to each other
all evening.  “Jordin would sing to him occasionally through
the night in his ear if her head was nested on his shoulder,”
said an eyewitness.  “He was excited to spend some [quality
time] with Jordin in LA. … The two left together and continued
the celebration.”

How do you make your partner’s birthday special?

Cupid’s Advice:

It’s  important  to  show  you  care  when  it’s  time  for  your
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partner to turn a year older.  Make sure to put thought and
feeling  into  whatever  you  decide  to  do.   Cupid  has  some
suggestions:

1. Thoughtful gifts: Give your significant other something
that no one else would have thought to gift them.  It’ll show
that you listen to them and, most importantly, care.

2. Throw a party: Whether it’s a surprise party or just an
informal  gathering  of  family  and  friends,  organizing  a
birthday  bash  is  a  great  way  to  make  your  mate’s  day
unforgettable.

3. Plan a trip: If you have time and some extra funds, plan a
birthday vacation for the two of you.  If your partner has
always wanted to see what Vegas is all about, plan a long
weekend in Sin City and enjoy what the strip has to offer.

What did you do to make your partner’s birthday special? Share
your experiences below.

Ryan  Reynolds  Is  Dating
Olivia Wilde
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Has  Ryan  Reynolds
moved on from America’s sweetheart, Sandra Bullock? According
to UsMagazine.com, the Change-Up star and Olivia Wilde went
out  to  lunch  at  Sant  Ambroeus  in  NYC’s  West  Village  on
September 16. “He recently told her he has a crush on her,”
Wilde’s friend said. A witness at the restaurant said, “She
had minestrone, and they both got greens” on the date. After
they  went  into  an  apartment  building  for  two  hours,  “he
briefly  put  his  arm  around  her”  as  they  walked  through
Tribeca, the witness added. Although a source close to the
costars claimed that their lunch date wasn’t romantic, Wilde’s
friend insists that “she’d go out him again.”

What are some creative ways to tell your crush you like them?

Cupid’s Advice:

Admitting a crush can sometimes be nerve-racking. Here are
three creative ways to do so without having to actually say
anything:

1. Dinner: Ask him or her out to dinner at their favorite
restaurant.  Making eye contact, flirting and even putting
your arms around your crush — like Ryan Reynolds — will give
them signs that you’re interested.

2. Card: Gift your crush a card you created that includes a
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list of everything that attracts you to them. Don’t forget to
mention exactly why you think you’re compatible.

3. Group date: Instead of coming right out and asking him on a
date,  invite  a  group  of  friends  to  go  and  pay  closest
attention to him when you all meet up. Take the opportunity to
flirt with no pressure.

Know other creative ways to let your crush know you like them?
 Share with our readers by commenting below.

Stacy  Keibler  Gushes  About
George  Clooney  at  ‘Ides  of
March’ Premiere

Stacy  Keibler  told
People just what she thinks of her new beau George Clooney on
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Friday at the premiere of his new film, The Ides of March …
“Everything!” she said.  That said, the fresh duo is taking
baby steps into the public eye together.  For example, rather
than walking the red carpet arm-in-arm, Keibler and Clooney
attended an after party with friends at the Deq Lounge at the
Ritz-Carlton where they were seen chatting and laughing.  One
party goer said, “They have good chemistry, and she can hold
her own with the boys.  They both can equally be the life of
the party.”

How do you know when to take your romance public?

Cupid’s Advice:

When things are new in a relationship, it can be a hard
decision to take it into the public eye for fear of ruining
something.  Cupid has some tell-tale signs it’s time to head
out:

1.  You’re  comfortable:  First  make  sure  that  this  is  a
relationship you definitely want to be in. You need to be
comfortable  before  you  declare  your  love  to  the  world;
otherwise, the relationship won’t stand a chance.

2. Be aware: Make sure there aren’t external factors that will
hurt your relationship.  For example, a jealous ex or an
overbearing parent can put a halt to any relationship.

3. Be understanding: There are inevitably people out there who
will not be happy for you and your new relationship.  Don’t
let this cause a rift between you and your partner.  Don’t buy
in to rumors that are spread. Trust your gut.

How did you take your romance public?  Share your thoughts in
a comment below.



Rumor:  Has  Jennifer  Lopez
Moved On With Bradley Cooper?

Jennifer  Lopez  and
Bradley Cooper are being linked after having a dinner date on
Saturday at Per Se in New york.  Could the now-single Lopez be
over her ex Marc Anthony?   A source told People that the
couple were “in discussions regarding a project.”  Even though
Cooper would be a great rebound for Lopez, we think the multi-
talented beauty should be able to go through her divorice
without the rumors.

How do you combat destructive rumors about your relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

No one likes a rumor, especially if it involves your love
life.  You can’t stop them, but you can combat them with these
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easy steps:

1. Address the rumor: Pretending you’ve never heard the rumor
only lets it grow bigger. Acknowledge the rumor and get to
correcting it.

2. Tell it like it is: Don’t feel like you don’t have to
explain yourself to others. Let people know that a rumor about
your relationship is not true. Leave the “no comment” cliche
to the celebrities.

3. Embrace the rumor: If the rumor continues, embrace it. Look
for a positive swing on the rumor. If Jennifer can live with
being linked to a hot guy, so can you.

Have you ever had to combat a rumor?

Eddie  Cibrian’s  Ex  Brandi
Glanville  is  Dating  A-List
Actor Gerard Butler
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It looks like Brandi
Glanville has moved on!  Eddie Cibrian’s ex was spotted on

August 27th at a beach party, getting hot and frisky with A-
list actor Gerald Butler, according to Hollyscoop.  Glanville
has a spot on Bravo’s ‘The Real Housewives of Beverly hills’
and has traded her TV actor ex for a movie star. It’s not too
bad for a girl who got cheated on and dumped.

How do you make it clear to your ex that you’ve moved on?

Cupid’s Advice:

It’s important to show your ex that you have moved on when a
relationship ends.  We’re not talking about busting his car
windows in or posting shameless pictures of you making out
with random guys on Facebook.  Cupid has some classy ways to
go about it:

1. Change your relationship status: If social networking is
your thing, than make it known on Facebook or with a quick
Twitter post that you are now a single lady.  Note: This
should be the last post about you and your ex left behind in
the cyber world.

2. Take a hint from Brandi Glanville: If you’re not ready to
date, why not have a little fun?  A fling or make out session
with a hot guy says you’ve moved on and are focusing on you.
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3. Get a new look: Get a new haircut, wardrobe or hobby;
celebrities do it all the time!  It’s time to let loose and
have some fun.

How have you showed your ex that you’re over him? Share your
experience below.

Are  Justin  Timberlake  and
Jessica Biel Back Together?

On-again  off-again
couple Jessica Biel and Justin Timberlake seem to be back
together, reports People.  The duo were spotted on an outing
in Steamboat Springs, Colorado.  They attended Biel’s friend’s
wedding, and ended up spending the entire weekend together. 
Says an onlooker, “There was plenty of P.D.A., and they seemed
happy.”
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How do you know when you should give a relationship another
shot?

Cupid’s Advice:

Getting back together with your ex is a difficult choice to
make, and it can be even further complicated by lingering
feelings.  Here are a few things to consider before making a
decision:

1. Your feelings: After a breakup, you’re often so lonely that
you return to your ex.  It’s important to decide whether
you’re just lonely or if you have actual feelings for your
former partner.

2. Reasons for your breakup: Figure out why you called off
your relationship in the first place.  If the two of you had a
trivial fight, it may be something you can overlook.  If your
partner has serious character flaws or has wronged you in some
major way, you may wish to rethink getting back together.

3. Your future happiness: If you feel that your ex will make
you truly happy, then go ahead and rekindle the relationship. 
However, if you feel that there’s someone better for you out
there, then end your relationship for good and get back onto
the dating scene with an open heart.

Have you ever gotten back together with an ex? Feel free to
share your story in a comment below!

‘Bachelor  Pad  2’  Couple
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Michelle and Graham Are Still
Talking Every Day

Two  stars  of
Bachelor Pad 2, Michelle Money and Graham Bunn, have managed
to  keep  their  relationship  going  long  after  the  cameras
stopped rolling, according to People.  Money, who returned to
Utah after the show, and Bunn, who now resides in New York,
make sure they keep in contact almost every day.  How do they
do it?  Well, it’s not visiting each other every weekend or
doing  “hanky  panky”  over  the  phone.   The  two  keep  their
relationship going strong with communication.

What are some keys to making a long distance relationship
work?

Cupid’s Advice:

It can be nearly impossible to see your partner every weekend
when he or she lives so many miles away, and can even be tough
to talk multiple times a day with a hectic schedule.  Once
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you’ve decided to take on the challenge of a long distance
relationship, you’re going to have to put in some work!  Here
are some ways:

1. Skype: This technology is a great way to talk to your
significant other face-to-face sans the airline ticket prices
and long lines . All you need is a computer and webcam.  Also,
it’s free!

2. Have a Friday night movie date: Movie dates are a dating
staple.  With Netflix, you can both watch the same movie at
the same time in party mode.  The Netflix package is available
through Xbox live, Playstation, and Nintendo Wii.  Plus, what
guy doesn’t already own an Xbox?

3. Unlimited plan: You’re going to be making some expensive
phone  calls,  so  make  sure  your  phone  plan  has  the  best
possible deal you can get.

What are some ways you make your long distance relationship
work? Share your experiences below.

Rumor:  Lauren  Conrad  Is
Dating  ‘Teen  Wolf’  Star
Colton Haynes
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Lauren  Conrad  is
known for being on trend and it looks like her love life is no
exception.  The Hills alum is rumored to be dating one of the
stars of the hugely popular MTV show, Teen Wolf. Conrad, 25,
was spotted with actor Colton Haynes, 23, at an L.A. hotspot
last week.  While there was no official PDA, “They have been
good friends for a long time,” a source tells People.  Conrad
ended a three-year relationship with actor Kyle Howard, 33, in
June.

How  do  you  keep  your  brand  new  relationship  out  of  the
spotlight?

Cupid’s Advice:

When you’ve started dating someone new, sometimes you want to
keep it under wraps until things get serious.  Cupid has some
tips on how to make sure your new love affair stays out of the
public eye:

1. Don’t tell: Keep mum about your new relationship and if a
friend finds out, ask them to respect your privacy and keep it
on the DL until you’re ready to tell other people.

2. Plan your dates: Think about where you two decide to hang
out and make sure it’s not a place your family or friends go
often.  At the beginning stages of your relationship, let your
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love grow in private if you want to stay out of the spotlight.

3. Ask your mate: Make sure you and your new boo are on the
same page.  If you want to keep your relationship secret until
it gets serious, check to see if your partner is okay with not
telling.

What are some other ways to keep your relationship private?
 Share your comments below.

Jim  Carrey  Professes
Adoration for Emma Stone in a
Video

For  actor  Jim
Carrey, age is only a number.  The Mr. Popper’s Penguins star
posted a video on his official website declaring his love for
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Emma  Stone,  reports  People.   The  49-year-old  told  Stone,
“Emma, I think you’re all the way beautiful.  Not just pretty,
but smart and kind-hearted.  And if I were a lot younger, I
would marry you.”  Carrey went on to say how he wished he was
“the appropriate age”  for Stone so that they could have
“chubby little freckle-faced kids.”  Carrey ended his video by
stating,  ”  I  think  you’re  very  special  and  I  wish  you
continued success and artistic fulfillment.  But most of all,
I wish you love and contentment.”

How do you tell your partner you love him or her?

Cupid’s Advice:

Saying “I love you” is one of the biggest milestones in a
relationship.  Here are a few suggestions as to how to go
about it:

1. Go out: Take your mate out for a nice dinner or a romantic
date on the beach.  The classic romanticism of the night will
make for a memorable revelation.

2. Be casual: If overly romantic dates aren’t your style, then
be casual.  Have your partner over for a movie night and
profess your love as you fight over the popcorn.  The casual
atmosphere will be romantic in its simplicity.

3.  Wait:  If  you  can’t  gather  the  courage  to  tell  your
significant other how you feel, wait for him or her to tell
you.  There’s no rule that says you have to be the first to
speak up.  While you may be holding on to your secret for a
while,  it’s  best  not  to  feel  pressured  into  telling  your
partner how you feel before you’re ready.

How did you tell your partner how you felt?  Feel free to
share a comment below!
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Sean  Penn  Dating  Producer
Shannon Costello

One  of  Hollywood’s
most sought after actors, Sean Penn, is officially dating
producer  Shannon  Costello,  who  has  worked  on  high-profile
projects such as Davis Guggenheim’s documentary Waiting for
Superman and ABC’s 20/20.  Penn’s newest flame is also the
former  Communications  Director  of  the  actor’s  J/P  Haitian
Relief Organization.  The couple met in the fall of 2009 and
took their relationship public in early July of this year. 
According to People, Costello was mistakenly identified at
first by the media for Stacey Koplin.  In spite of this short-
lived case of mistaken identity, both Penn and Costello were
seen looking very much like a couple on the sandy beaches of
Malibu, at Nobu and dining out in Miami.

What’s the best way to introduce your partner to your family?
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Cupid’s Advice:

Meeting the family is a huge step in your relationship.  Try
making the introduction in a casual setting where there’s no
pressure on you, your partner or your family:

1.  Go  out  to  dinner:  Meeting  at  a  neutral  setting  where
everyone can eat what they like is a great way to make an
introduction.   Besides  making  reservations,  there’s  no
preparation on your part.

2. Include them in a family event: If there’s a birthday or
holiday party coming up with your family, bring your partner
along to meet your nearest and dearest.

3. Have a dinner party: If you like to cook and entertain,
have friends and family over for dinner.  If you aren’t one to
cook, you can always order in.

How  have  you  gone  about  introducing  your  partner  to  your
family? Share your experiences below.

Bachelor  Pad  2:  Kasey  Kahl
Says  He’d  Love  Vienna  With
Any Size Nose
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Reality  TV
lovebirds, Vienna Girardi and Kasey Kahl really seem to love
each other inside and out, according to People. Girardi may
have felt she wasn’t pretty because of the size of her nose,
but  boyfriend  Kasey  Kahl  says,  “I  honestly  think  she’s
gorgeous and beautiful inside and out so it doesn’t matter to
me.”  So even though her beau feels she’s perfect, he flew out
to Houston to be with Girardi during her rhinoplasty in July. 
As if that wasn’t sweet enough, Kahl also told Girardi,”I am
here for you and I support you no matter what you want to do”
after the surgery.  That’s true love right there.

How do you know when your partner loves you, for you?

Cupid’s Pulse:

It’s tough to know if your beau really loves you for you, but
Cupid has some tips on how to tell if your partner is real
with you and cares for you no matter what:

1. They don’t try to change you: Yes, everyone tries to change
their significant other a little bit, whether it be their
wardrobe, their eating habits or even the TV shows they watch.
How you know the ‘change’ is going too far is if your partner
is forcing you into changes you can live without.

2. They are honest with you: Kasey Kahl didn’t feel that
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girlfriend Vienna Girardi needed a nose job, and he even told
her he loved her inside and out despite any size nose she had.
If your honey is honest with you and isn’t afraid of sharing
his or her opinion, that’s a sign they are here for all the
right reasons.

3. They support you: Even if you and your mate don’t agree on
something, he or she should always support you. Like Kahl
said, he is there for Vienna Girardi no matter what. Simple
things like that will show you that your boo is for real.

How do you know when your partner loves you, for you? Share
your thoughts below!

Bachelor  Pad  Stars  Vienna
Girardi  and  Kasey  Kahl  Are
Moving In Together
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The  new  season  of
Bachelor Pad recently premiered, and just as new reality stars
are moving in for the cameras, reality TV stars Vienna Girardi
and Kasey Kahl are looking for a pad to call their own. 
According to People, the love birds are looking for a nest
somewhere in Los Angeles. Girardi said, “We are looking at
apartments and will take the next step in our relationship.” 
Sounds like love is truly in the air for these two, who
started dating several months ago and have been going strong
ever since.

What are some ways to tell it’s time to move in together?

Cupid’s Advice:

It was easy for Bachelor Pad stars Vienna Girardi and Kasey
Kahl to figure out it was time to move in together because
they knew they were ready to take their relationship to the
next level. Cupid has some advice on how to know when the time
is right to make the big move:

1.  You  love  each  other:  As  if  this  point  wasn’t  obvious
enough, if the two of you truly love each other, the next step
is to make sure you’re really compatible as a couple. Living
together is the ultimate test because it allows you to fully
know your partner and his or her everyday quirks.
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2. You’re practically always together: If you and your beau
are always together, the most rational thing to do would be to
make the big move and see how things pan out. This can help
bring the two of you closer together or show you that that two
of you maybe aren’t ready for such a serious commitment. Plus,
you’ll also save money on rent and/or household expenses.

3. You want to take it to the next level: A good way to know
you;re ready to move in together is to realize that you and
your mate want to take your relationship to the next level.
Take some advice from Vienna and Kasey: you know it’s time
when the two of you know you want things to go further.

What are some ways to tell it’s time to move in together?
Share your thoughts below!

Emma Watson Is Caught With a
New Man
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Emma Watson has cast
her spell on a new man. The Harry Potter actress, 21, was
spotted smooching actor Johnny Simmons outside a Santa Monica
L.A.  restaurant  on  Thursday  afternoon,  according  to
UsMagazine.com. Simmons, 24, is Watson’s costar in The Perks
of Being a Wallflower. According to an eyewitness, Simmons
dropped Watson off at the restaurant to dine with friends, and
they parted ways very cautiously. The pair “looked very loved
up,” the observer said. “Holding and hugging each other for
awhile and playfully kissing. They seemed very open and not
trying to hide their affection.”

What are some things to consider when you’re dating a co-
worker?

Cupid’s Advice:

You won’t be able to keep dating a coworker a secret for long,
so just expose yourself from the start. Here are three ways to
do so:

1. Be open: We understand that relationships are only supposed
to be between the two people involved. However, when you’re
dating  a  co-worker,  that  theory  isn’t  going  to  hold  up.
Everybody always knows everybody’s business at the workplace.
It’s best you tell everyone about it before somebody else gets
the chance to.
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2. Treat it like any other: Once step one is out of the way,
there’s  no  need  to  be  secretive  anymore.  Treat  your  new
relationship the same as you would any other. Let everyone
else see you and your honey holding hands or even smooching on
breaks. That’s a sure way to make it known that it’s official.

3. Be happy: Give your partner your all and love him or her
completely.  Don’t  let  anyone’s  judgments  get  to  you.
Appreciate  what  you  have  while  you  have  it.

What are some things you need to be cautious of when it comes
to a workplace relationship? Share your thoughts below.

Tiger  Woods’  Ex  Elin
Nordegren Is Dating Again

Tiger Woods cheated,
and it’s time that his ex-wife moves on.  For the first time
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after her recent divorce, Elin Nordegren is back on the scene,
only this time, Woods isn’t by her side.  Nordegren has been
spotted  dating  Jamie  Dingman,  a  31-year-old  American
financier.   Nordegren  and  Dingman  were  found  on  July  12,
kissing and hugging in Sweden, as reported by People.  As of
right now, there’s no stamp on their relationship, but who
knows what the future may bring.

What are some ways to “go with the flow” in a relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Forget the hassle of preparation, high hopes and constant
wondering of where your relationship is heading. What are some
good ways for you to go with the flow? Cupid has some tips:

1. Have fun, with a light heart: Relationships don’t always
have to be so serious. Let loose a little. It’ll help you and
your partner to bond on a fun-loving level.

2. Don’t take anything too serious or personal: If you take
everything to heart, there won’t be any room for enjoyment.
Over-analyzing things can sometimes cause a lot of issues in
relationships.

3.  Treat  it  like  a  friendship:  Friendships  build  great
foundations for almost all relationships. Kissing and hugging
doesn’t meant that your partner can’t be your friend. With a
friendship base, going with the flow might be a little bit
easier.

Have something to add? Share your comments below.

http://www.people.com/people/article/0,,20511280,00.html


Rumor: Is Demi Lovato Hooking
Up With Ryan Phillippe?

18  year-old  Demi
Lovato and 36 year-old Ryan Phillippe.  Could it be true? 
Reportedly,  Lovato  has  been  hooking  up  with  Reese
Witherspoon’s ex-husband and the father of their two children.
According  to  a  UsMagazine.com  source,  it  was  “nothing
serious.”

How do you keep a relationship casual?

Cupid’s Advice:

There are plenty of reasons to want to keep the relationship
casual, especially if you just started seeing someone. But how
do you go about it? Cupid has some tips:

1.  Expectations:  If  the  relationship  is  not  of  a  serious
nature or isn’t at that stage, then make sure you know what to
expect.  Don’t  assume  that  your  partner  will  be  more
emotionally available than he or she actually is. Don’t expect

https://cupidspulse.com/17495/rumor-is-demi-lovato-hooking-up-with-ryan-phillippe/
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that the relationship is more meaningful than it is, or you
may risk getting hurt.

2. Communication: Communication is key. It may be awkward
discussing the status of the relationship, but it’s important
to be open about where you stand and make sure you and your
partner are both on the same page.

3. Group dates: A good idea may be to go on a group date. This
will ensure that the setting is more fun and less intimate. If
you’re out with a group of friends, you’ll be less likely to
discuss your feelings.

How  do  you  keep  your  relationships  casual?  Share  your
experiences  below.

Betty  White  Is  Asked  to
Marine Corps Ball

https://cupidspulse.com/17428/betty-white-is-asked-to-marine-corps-ball/
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Betty White recently
received  a  flattering  invitation,  following  similar
invitations to Mila Kunis and Justin Timberlake.   Sgt. Ray
Lewis aked the 89-year-old former Golden Girls star to be his
date to the Marine Corps Ball in a YouTube video, according to
People.  “She’s funny, she’s sweet, she’s mature. She’s the
all-around perfect woman,” he says. “I really think we’d have
a good time. I’m fun, you know. I think I can make her laugh.
I think she can make me laugh. I think we can laugh together.
  So, call me!”  Unfortunately, White had to turn the offer
down  because  of  work.  “I  am  deeply  flattered  and  truly
appreciate  the  invitation,”  White  said  in  a  statement  to
Access Hollywood.  “As everyone knows I love a man in uniform,
but unfortunately I cannot accept, as I will be taping an
episode of Hot In Cleveland.”

If you’re busy and can’t go on a date, how do you let someone
down gracefully?

Cupid’s Advice:

If you must turn down a date, do it with class.   Here are
three ideas:

1. Be honest: If you keep it honest from the beginning, you
won’t have to go through any twists and turns when he or she
asks more questions about why you turned the date down.

http://www.people.com/people/article/0,,20510920,00.html


2. Always give a reason: It’s rude to simply say “no.”  Always
give a reason as to why you can’t go on a date with someone.
 You may not feel obligated to do so, but there are millions
of excuses out there.  Pick one.

3. Plan another date: If your reason is because of your busy
schedule, make sure you let him or her know that you’re still
interested, and plan another date at a more convenient time.  
Make sure it fits into his or her schedule, too, although it
may not be as busy as yours.

How did you turn down a date? Share below in a comment.

Mila  Kunis  and  Justin
Timberlake  Confirm  Marine
Corps Ball Invitations
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Talk  about  being
patriotic!  What better way to give back to our armed forces
than by going on a date with a Marine?  Mila Kunis and Justin
Timberlake  are  doing  just  that,  reports  UsMagazine.com.
 Kunis, 27, was invited by Sgt. Scott Moore to the Marine
Corps Ball in Greenville, NC and Timberlake, 30, was invited
by Corporal Kelsey De Santis to the Marine Corps Ball right
outside of Washington D.C.  The two are both planning to
attend the November balls with their dates.  Timberlake said
he wasn’t doing it as a favor, but because, “I don’t ever get
asked out ever!  So I was very flattered by that.”

How do you let someone you’re not interested in down gently?

Cupid’s Advice:

While Justin Timberlake and Mila Kunis were happy to accept
their invitations to the Marine Corps balls, sometimes you’re
just not interested.  Cupid has some tips on how to let
someone down gently:

1. Make excuses: It may not be the most moral thing to do, but
telling a little white lie makes things a lot easier.  If
someone asks you out and you say you already have a boyfriend
or girlfriend, they won’t get hurt by your rejection.

2. It’s not you, it’s me: Instead of saying “I don’t like

http://www.usmagazine.com/celebritynews/news/mila-kunis-justin-timberlake-yes-were-going-to-marine-corps-ball-2011167


you,” just say you’re not looking to date right now.  This
takes the focus away from the person asking you out and puts
the blame on you.

3. Honesty is the best policy: If you want to be honest, just
admit  you’re  not  interested.   Tell  him  or  her  it’s  not
personal, and most people will get the hint and leave you
alone.

What do you think is the nicest way to say “no” to someone
you’re not interested in?  Share your comments below.

Ryan  Reynolds  Is  Dating
Charlize Theron

New  hot  couple
alert!   Ryan  Reynolds,  who  split  from  ex-wife  Scarlett
Johansen last December, has been dating Charlize Theron for

https://cupidspulse.com/17303/ryan-reynolds-is-dating-charlize-theron/
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months,  according  to  UsMagazine.com.   An  insider  said,
“They’re both career-focused, but not in a crazy way.”  Could
Reynolds have found his perfect match?

What do you do if your partner’s career focus is becoming too
obsessive?

Cupid’s Advice:

Ryan  Reynolds  and  Charlize  Theron  may  be  equally  career-
driven, but sometimes in relationships, one partner may find
the other partner a little too focused on work. How can you
handle your partner when their motivation to work hard turns
into an addiction and their entire life is centered around
work? Cupid has some advice:

1. Accept your partner: It’s important to remember that you
can’t change your partner. If work is central to his or her
life, don’t try to make him or her negotiate that. Respect
your honey’s priorities and give him or her space.

2. Communicate: So you want to give some needed space, but you
also want to let him or her know that his or her career
obsession is a problem, because it makes you feel neglected.
As long as you put the focus on your feelings and emphasize
your desire to spend time with your significant other, he or
she shouldn’t get offended.

3. Help him or her relax:When your partner comes home after a
hard day at the office, give him or her a soothing massage and
allow them to take their mind off serious matters. Let them
indulge in a leisurely activity with you.

Got advice on how to deal with a workaholic partner? Share
your comments below.

http://www.usmagazine.com/celebritynews/news/ryan-reynolds-is-dating-charlize-theron-2011137


Justin  Timberlake  Is  Asked
Out  By  Marine  After  Mila
Kunis

It  seems  to  be  a
trend.  According to People, after Sergeant Scott Moore of the
Marines invited Friends With Benefits star Mila Kunis to the
Marine Corps Ball, a female Marine decided to follow suit and
give it a try with Justin Timberlake.  Kelsey De Santis, a
Virginia-based  Marine,  made  her  own  YouTube  video,  asking
Timberlake out to her own Marine Corps Ball, November 12.  She
added a little catch at the end: “…if you can’t go, all I can
say is cry me a river.”  Justin has not yet responded.

What are some ways to get your longtime crush to notice you?

Sometimes the hardest part about starting a relationship is

https://cupidspulse.com/17249/justin-timberlake-is-asked-out-by-marine-after-mila-kunis/
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actually  catching  your  crush’s  attention.  Cupid  has  some
advice for you:

Steal the show: Look awesome. No one can resist an exquisite
physical appearance. Come on, personality is great, but let’s
be honest, what do they see first?

Eye contact: Whenever you see that it’s appropriate, look your
crush dead in the eye. For one, it shows confidence. Secondly,
it’s the obvious: your crush is bound to notice you if there’s
some eye contact! Just don’t make it awkward

Converse: Strike up a neutral conversation about an easy and
relevant topic. Conversation can take a turn anywhere, and
it’s fun to see where it goes. Put your nerves in the back
seat, and just go for it!

Have some tips of your own? Share your thoughts below.

Bar Refaeli and Rumored Beau
David Fisher Go Out in Tel
Aviv
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Leonardo  DiCaprio’s
ex has officially moved on, according to RadarOnline.  The
Israeli-born model, Bar Refaeli, 26, was spotted Sunday in Tel
Aviv leaving a club with her rumored new flame, David Fisher.
 It seems that the stunner, who dated DiCaprio on-and-off for
five years, took a hint from her ex’s recent fling with the
likes of Gossip Girl star Blake Lively.  He if he can do it,
so can she!

What do you do if your partner’s partying habits become too
much?

Cupid’s Advice:

Having fun is one thing, while being addicted to partying on a
consistent basis is quite another.  Cupid has some suggestions
on what you should do if your partner’s partying ways become
too much:

1. Evaluate: The first and foremost thing you need to do is
assess the situation.  Is your significant other just partying
more than you would, or does he or she truly have a problem?
 Either way, if it makes you uncomfortable, it’s something you
need to confront.

2. Hint: Before coming right out and telling your honey that
he or she is a party hound and you can’t handle it, try a

http://www.radaronline.com/exclusives/2011/07/bar-refaeli-rumored-new-beau-go-clubbing-tel-aviv


subtle approach first.  If your partner has plans to go to the
bar  on  the  weekend,  suggest  going  to  dinner  and  a  movie
instead.  If he or she is planning to hop on a booze cruise,
suggest a tamer dinner cruise instead.  There are many ways to
get  your  point  across  without  coming  right  out  and
embarrassing  your  significant  other.

3. If all else fails, be blunt: Sometimes the best thing you
can do is come right out and tell your partner that he or she
is  partying  too  much,  and  it’s  making  you  uncomfortable.
 Often times, your partner may not have known that what he or
she is doing is affecting you.  Once it’s out in the open, you
can work on coming up with a solution.

How did you deal with your partner’s partying ways? Share your
experience below.

Mila Kunis Agrees to Go On a
Blind Date With a Marine

https://cupidspulse.com/17219/mila-kunis-agrees-to-go-on-a-blind-date-with-a-marine/
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Want a date with a
celebrity?  It turns out it’s not quite as far-fetched as you
may think!  Actress Mila Kunis has taken us all by surprise by
accepting a blind date offer from a soldier currently serving
in Afghanistan, according to People.  Sgt. Scott Moore, of the
3rd Battalion 2nd Marines, posted a video of himself asking
Kunis  to  the  Marine  Corps  Ball  November  18th  on  YouTube.
 Kunis wasn’t originally aware of the invitation, but as she
and her Friends With Benefits co-star Justin Timberlake were
being interviewed by Fox News, Timberlake encouraged Kunis to
accept the offer.  He said, “Have you seen this? Have you
heard about this? You need to do it for your country.”  In
reply, Kunis said, “I’ll do it.”

What are some ways to make a blind date more comfortable?

Cupid’s Advice:

Blind  dates  can  often  times  be  incredibly  awkward  and
uncomfortable.   There’s  undoubtedly  a  lot  of  pressure
involved.  Cupid has some ideas on how to make your next blind
date more comfortable:

1. Talking points: It sounds like overkill, but one way you
can make sure there aren’t many awkward pauses in conversation
on your blind date is by coming up with a list of talking
points before you go.  AskMen.com has a great list of 10 first
date conversations.

http://www.people.com/people/article/0,,20509339,00.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0om2ApQPvqI&feature=player_embedded
http://www.askmen.com/top_10/dating/4_dating_list.html
http://www.askmen.com/top_10/dating/4_dating_list.html


2. Double date: If one of your friends set you up on your
blind date, have that friend bring a date and come with you.
 Having someone you know there as you meet your new potential
mate will put you more at ease.

3. Keep it casual: Instead of spending your blind date at a
fancy restaurant, go to your favorite hole-in-the-wall diner.
 Wear jeans, and say “no” to high heels.  If you’re physically
comfortable, it’ll help you become more emotionally calm.

What’s  the  worst  blind  date  you’ve  ever  had?  Share  your
experience below.

Ashlee Simpson and New Beau
Vincent Piazza Pack on PDA

Pete Wentz’s ex was
spotted cranking on the PDA with new boyfriend Vincent Piazza
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during  a  brunch  date  in  the  Big  Apple  on  Sunday.  Ashlee
Simpson was visiting Piazza in New York a month after he had
visited her in LA. An insider told UsMagazine.com, “Vincent’s
a chill guy, very artsy, the quiet type. He likes her.”

How do you overcome the struggles that come with a long-
distance relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

1.  Trust:  Spending  time  apart  can  present  itself  as  a
challenge for a couple’s commitment. This means that you and
your partner both need to trust each other in order for the
relationship to survive.  If either one of you gets paranoid,
there’s going to be trouble.  But if your trust can tolerate
the long distance, it’ll make your relationship grow stronger.

2. Communicate: Fortunately, contemporary media enables us to
overcome  geographical  barriers.  So,  being  physically  apart
does not mean you can’t still interact on a daily basis. It’s
important to frequently keep each other in the loop.

3. Be romantic: Ironically, it’s likely that your distance has
brought you closer. Not being able to see each other every day
will hopefully teach you to appreciate each other’s presence.
So when you do have a chance to reunite, take advantage of it
and express your love for each other.

How can you handle the time apart from your partner?  Share
your ideas!

http://www.usmagazine.com/celebritynews/news/pic-ashlee-simpson-new-man-vincent-piazza-pack-on-the-pda-2011117


‘Teen Mom 2’ Star Leah Messer
Rekindles  Romance  With  Ex-
Boyfriend

It  looks  like  Teen
Mom 2 star Leah Messer has patched things up with her ex-
boyfriend Robbie Kidd just days after finalizing her divorce
from Corey Simms in mid-June, according to UsMagazine.com.
Following  their  ups  and  downs  of  parenting  on  the  show,
Messer, 19, and her ex-hubby Simms, 20, share custody of their
18-month-old  twins,  Aliannah  and  Aleeah.   However,  Simms
doesn’t seem to care much about having a family life with
Messer. A source claims that Simms isn’t fazed by his ex’s new
love and is “not interested in reconciling.”

What are some things to think about when deciding whether to
go back to your ex?
Cupid’s Advice:

Sometimes you have to forget what you want and remember what
you deserve. Cupid has some things to consider before going
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back to an ex:
1. Make a list: Take a stroll down memory lane.  Jot down a
list of all the good you and your ex had, and then do the same
for the bad.  Obviously if the bad outweighs the good, you
shouldn’t want to go back.
2. Talk to them: Get the heaviest things on your chest off of
it.  Without playing the “Blame Game,” tell him or her how you
feel about the break-up and see if he or she is on the same
page as you.
3. Decision time: Put yourself first. How did your ex make you
feel?  How did he or she treat you? Before you make that
choice, do some soul searching. Just because you love him or
her, that doesn’t necessarily mean that’s who you’re meant to
be with.  Stop. Think.  Know your worth.
How did you decide to get back together with your ex? Share
your experiences below.

Hugh Hefner Introduces Second
New Girlfriend Shera Bechard
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A  few  days  before
walking down the aisle, Crystal Harris had a change of heart
and called off her wedding to Hugh Hefner.  The 85-year-old
Playboy founder has wasted no time weeping over his broken
heart.  According to People, a week after calling Anna Sophia
Berglund his “new girl,” he introduced Shera Bechard as his
new girlfriend as well.

Is it healthy to date someone new after ending a serious
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Just  because  your  close  relationship  came  to  an  end,  it
doesn’t mean that you can never date again.  Here’s how you
can  decide  if  you’re  ready  to  re-enter  the  dating  world
without rebounding:

1. Think “me,” not “us”: During your intimate relationship,
you came to see you and your partner as one unit.  After you
break-up, it’ll take some time before you can accept that
you’re single and on your own.  Before dating someone new,
spend some time alone and do whatever makes you happy, in
order to rediscover who you are as an individual.

2. Don’t compare: Once you’ve gotten to know yourself again,
you can start seeing new people.  But don’t fall into the trap

http://www.people.com/people/article/0,,20506045,00.html


of comparing your new potential mate with your ex, because you
may be setting yourself up for disappointment.

3. Go at your own pace: There’s no specific amount of time you
need to spend alone after you split with someone, but there’s
no need to rush to replace your partner.  Remember that it
takes everyone different amounts of time to gain closure after
their past relationships.

How long did you wait before starting to date someone new
after your split?  Share your experiences below.


